NissanConnect® with Google built-in
ON 2024 NISSAN ROGUE® SL AND PLATINUM

New tech that’s in tune with you
Nissan offers a variety of connectivity packages for you to try and help you decide which features best suit your needs. Whether they’re apps you already know and love or new innovative features, these packages were designed to help you stay better connected and more informed. Package trial subscriptions vary from 3 GB to 90 days.¹

3-YEAR PREMIUM AND 5-YEAR SELECT TRIAL SUBSCRIPTIONS¹²

Choose how you’ll enhance your experience

Tap here to see connectivity packages
# Table of Contents

**GOOGLE BUILT-IN**

Google Assistant, Google Maps, Google Play\(^1,2\)  

**NISSANCONNECT\(^*\) SERVICES**

**PREMIUM PACKAGE — 3-YEAR TRIAL INCLUDED\(^{1,12}\)**  

**SELECT PACKAGE — 5-YEAR TRIAL INCLUDED\(^{1,12}\)**

**MOBILE ACCESSIBILITY**

**MYNISSAN APP**
Remote Climate Control, Additional Driver, Walk Away Status, and more\(^1\)

**IN-VEHICLE DATA SERVICES**

**IN-VEHICLE DATA & WI-FI**
Your connectivity hub to Google Play, Hybrid Radio, streaming, and more\(^1,3\)

**SIRIUSXM WITH 360L\(^1,4\)**

**NISSANCONNECT\(^{61}\)**
Wireless Apple CarPlay,\(^*\) Android Auto\(^{™}\) and Bluetooth\(^{61}\)

**VIDEO PLAYLIST**
Stay connected to your digital world with Google built-in on 2024 Rogue® SL and Platinum. Ask Google Assistant to play your favorite playlists and audiobooks or get organized for your day, navigate seamlessly with Google Maps, and download your favorite apps on Google Play.¹,²,⁵

How to get logged into Google
Just ask Google Assistant

With Google Assistant in the 2024 Nissan Rogue® SL and Platinum, you can get things done while keeping your eyes on the road and your hands on the wheel. Change the radio station, hear and reply to text messages, find the nearest cafe and more. Just say, “Hey Google” to get started.1, 2, 5, 6

“Hey Google, text Jane ‘Can we meet at 6:30 instead?’”1, 2, 6

“Hey Google, set temperature to 67 degrees.”1, 2

Learn more about features with Google built-in
Google built-in

Find the best detour with Google Maps built-in

GOOGLE MAPS

Let Google Maps guide you to new destinations using the fastest routes. By analyzing real-time traffic data, it can help you avoid congested areas. See turn-by-turn directions on the 12.3-inch monitor or be guided by voice. Seamlessly integrated with Google built-in, there’s no need to plug in when it’s paired to your compatible phone.1, 2, 5

“Hey Google, navigate to the hardware store.”1, 2, 5

Learn more about features with Google built-in
Apps for the road ahead

GOOGLE PLAY

Browse the Google Play app library or let Google suggest an app that can enhance your time behind the wheel. With an In-vehicle Data & Wi-Fi subscription, you can download and run apps through in-vehicle data. Choose from over 100-plus apps to tune into your favorite radio stations, listen to audiobooks and podcasts or catch up on your favorite shows while parked.¹,²,³

“Hey Google, what’s the latest news?”¹,²
Google built-in

Just say what’s on your mind

“Hey Google, navigate to the nearest post office.”¹, ², ⁵

Seamlessly interact with your vehicle’s functions, such as air conditioning and other settings, through voice commands¹, ²

• Climate control settings, navigation, phone calls and text, control music apps¹, ⁵, ⁶
The 3-year trial Premium package combines all of the available NissanConnect® Services features into one package. This includes the most exclusive, new in-vehicle features, remote connectivity features, and security and convenience features.1 13
Sometimes, the unforeseen can happen. If you have a roadside emergency or simply need to call for help, we’re there for you.1, 7

**EMERGENCY SUPPORT/ALERTS**

- Emergency Call
- Stolen Vehicle Locator (with Ignition Blocking)
- Alarm Notification
- Connection to Roadside Assistance7
- Boundary Alert
- Speed Alert
NissanConnect® Services

FEATURES TO GET YOU GOING

Convenience services

Convenience services open up a world of possibilities. Gain remote access to your 2024 Rogue® SL or Platinum and start it from the comfort of your home or office, or plan ahead and send your next destination so navigation can guide you there.¹, ⁵, ⁸

• Remote Engine Start with Climate Control¹, ⁸
• Remote Horn & Lights
• Destination Send to Car
• My Car Finder
• Walk Away Status
NISSANCONNECT® SERVICES

Select package

Included for the first 5-years of ownership, you’ll get an array of features with the Select package that includes notifications and alerts, over-the-air software updates, and smartphone integration.

REMOTE CONTROLS AND NOTIFICATIONS

- Remote Door Lock/Unlock
- Vehicle Health Report
- Maintenance Alerts
- Additional Driver Profiles
- Remote Access with Alexa Skill
- In-vehicle Messaging
Take advantage of Remote Engine Start with Climate Control, check on your maintenance schedule, and receive notifications when your 2024 Rogue SL or Platinum has left a pre-set zone. You can also add Additional Drivers so they can feel at home in your Rogue.¹ ⁸

KEY FEATURES

- Maintenance Alerts
- Additional Driver
- Walk Away Status
- My Car Finder
- Connection to Roadside Assistance⁷
- Remote Climate Control
- Remote Lock/Unlock
NEW — REMOTE CLIMATE CONTROLS
With just a few touches of the screen, you can set the desired temperature, activate the available heated steering wheel, and individually adjust the settings on the available heated seats — all before you finish your morning coffee.¹

NEW — ADDITIONAL DRIVER
You can invite up to four additional drivers to create their own accounts and customize their own preferences and settings. You decide what controls each user is allowed access to.¹

NEW — WALK AWAY STATUS
Don’t remember if you left the moonroof open or the doors unlocked? Walk Away Status will notify you if your windows are down or your moonroof is open for your peace of mind.¹
ADD UP TO FOUR DRIVERS

Sharing your vehicle is easy. As the Primary Driver, you can invite up to four Additional Drivers to your account and easily personalize their access.

Just launch your MyNISSAN app, and you can add an Additional Driver. Fill out some simple information, and then send an invite. It’s quick and easy.

Best of all, you’re in the know. You can set up Curfew, Speed, and Boundary Alerts and get notifications from your vehicle if the limits you’ve set are exceeded.1,10

Learn more
In-Vehicle Data & Wi-Fi services keeps your vehicle and passengers connected on the road. Connect up to 7 devices to stream TV shows, movies, music and more with the vehicle’s powerful built-in antenna.

In Nissan vehicles with Google built-in, use in-vehicle data to download and use your favorite car apps on Google Play, and more.¹ ² ³ ¹⁰

Start enrollment now
Combining the best of both worlds, Hybrid Radio lets you tune into your favorite local stations, gives you recommendations when you’re away from home, and streams internet radio stations from around the globe, all at a touch or voice command.¹,³

Third-party data connectivity is required. Sign-up and connect to your In-Vehicle Data & Wi-Fi service to keep listening and streaming your favorite hybrid radio stations.¹,³
Bring Alexa with you on the go. With Alexa Built-in, you can use voice commands in your equipped Nissan to get directions, the latest weather updates, add items to your to-do list, connect to your home device, and more.¹,¹¹
Listen to exclusive streaming channels plus over 10,000 hours of on-demand content with SiriusXM with 360L recommendations based on listening history. Sports fans will love Live Sports, which allows them to listen to games from virtually anywhere.1, 4

MUSIC THAT MOVES WITH YOU

Enjoy seamless integration from car to compatible phone to home with the SiriusXM app, so you never miss a beat.1, 4, 10, 12
With a 3-month SiriusXM with 360L trial subscription, you get access to all of your favorite entertainment from SiriusXM to enjoy in your vehicle and on the SiriusXM app — including ad-free music plus talk, sports, comedy, news, podcasts and more.¹ ⁴

Plus, take the full SiriusXM experience with you everywhere you go with the SiriusXM app and unlock other exclusives that bring you even closer to your favorite stars, artists, creators, hosts and athletes. Enjoy endless music tailored to your interests, mood, and preferences with skippable tracks and channels thoughtfully curated with you in mind. Immerse yourself in what you love and continuously discover even more.¹ ⁴ ¹⁰ ¹²
XTRA CHANNELS
Discover 190+ music channels made for every mood, occasion, and activity.¹, ⁴

IGNITION ON RECOMMENDATIONS
Enhance each SiriusXM Listener Profile with new and relevant content that is personalized for each driver and for different drive times, which refreshes every time you start your vehicle.¹, ⁴

SPOTLIGHT RECOMMENDATIONS
Easily access and discover new and relevant content while browsing SiriusXM’s top music, sports, news, and talk categories, plus get two Spotlight Recommendations per category.¹, ⁴

ARTIST CHANNELS
Create your own ad-free music stations in your vehicle.¹, ⁴
THE HEART & SOUL OF COMMUNICATIONS
NissanConnect®

FEATURES YOU CAN ENJOY ON EVERY DRIVE

- 12.3-inch touch-screen display
- Bluetooth® Hands-free Phone System
- Streaming Audio via Bluetooth
- Voice Recognition
- Hands-free Text Messaging Assistant
- Up to 4 USB-C ports for use with compatible devices
- Available Wireless Apple CarPlay® Integration
- Available Wireless Android Auto Compatibility
STANDARD SMARTPHONE CONNECTIVITY

Freedom to choose

APPLE CARPLAY® INTEGRATION
People to see? Places to be? Just ask Siri®. Equipped with Siri® voice control, Apple CarPlay® brings your contacts, favorite messaging apps, Apple Music® playlists, Apple Maps, and more on board your Rogue®. And with available wireless Apple CarPlay®, you don’t need to plug in.¹, ⁵, ⁶, ¹⁰

ANDROID AUTO™ COMPATIBILITY
Talk to Google Assistant on Android Auto and get things done with your voice. Easily send messages, get directions, control media, and more. Just say, “Hey Google” or long-press the voice control button on your steering wheel. Available wireless Android Auto keeps you cord-free.¹, ⁵, ⁶, ¹⁰
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